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ABSTRACT
Image privacy protection is an important topic in Human-Computer
Interaction and usable security. Researchers have examined differ-
ent aspects of image privacy by collecting samples by themselves.
However, there does not exist a publicly-available dataset on image
privacy, which prevents these efforts from sharing common techni-
cal foundations. We introduce DIPA, an open source dataset that
provides content-level annotations that specifically focus on image
privacy. We include 1,495 images from two existing datasets in
DIPA, and augment them with 5,671 annotations. Each annotation
includes reasons why the associated visual content can be privacy-
threatening, a rating of how informative annotators thought the
associated content is to threaten privacy, and another rating of
how broadly the image could be shared. We also collected anno-
tations from people living in Japan and UK to enable researchers
and developers to perform analysis from the perspective of cultural
differences. In this paper, we present the construction procedure of
DIPA and report high-level statistics of the data we obtained. We
hope that DIPA would accelerate various future research, including
quantitative understandings of cultural differences on perceptions
of image privacy and the development of robust recognition models
for image privacy protection.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Privacy protections; Usability in
security and privacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Image privacy protection is a critical topic in usable security and
Human-Computer Interaction. Although the use of social network
software, crowdsourcing platforms, and other image sharing plat-
forms increase the possibility of exposing privacy through images,
there exist rarely open-sourced resources [14, 23] that help re-
searchers understand privacy concerns on images from users’ per-
spective. Defining privacy in images is ambiguous and subjective
because it involves multiple factors, such as personal preferences,
sharing scenarios and social relationships. This leads to different
definitions and perspectives of image privacy in existing work. For
example, researchers developed different recognition methods for
detecting privacy-threatening images [2, 5, 11, 17, 19, 20, 23], but
each of them had different criteria of what content can be privacy-
threatening. To discover commonalities of privacy, researchers at-
tempted to summarize privacy-threatening content under their
given sharing contexts [10, 13]. Other work reckoned that privacy
is a user-specific issue, and they built personalized recommenda-
tion models to mitigate users’ concerns [22, 24]. While prior work
successfully broadened the research landscape of image privacy,
researchers would need to perform their own surveys and data col-
lection, which is a large obstacle in this field. A publicly-available
data resource about image privacy would thus contribute to the ad-
vance of artificial intelligence technology for future usable security.
Furthermore, it would greatly accelerate the open science of usable
security research by providing opportunities to deeply understand
user perception of and attitude toward image privacy. For instance,
social scientists could take the advantage of such a dataset to quan-
titatively examine the impact of cultural backgrounds on image
privacy. We, therefore, argue that a dataset on image privacy would
bring an impact not only on the computer science field but also on
other disciplines related to people’s privacy, security, and media
use.
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The primary contribution of this work is DIPA1 (a Dataset with
Image Privacy Annotations), a publicly-available dataset that con-
tains annotations of privacy concerns (i.e., what visual contents in
an image can be considered privacy-threatening) on images already
available in public datasets (OpenImages [12] and LVIS [9]). We col-
lected such annotations through asking crowdworkers to perform
object annotation tasks along with how privacy-threatening they
consider each of the annotated objects. Our data collection was
executed in two crowdsourcing platforms (CrowdWorks [8] and
Prolific [15]) so that our dataset includes annotations by people in
Japan and UK. The annotations in DIPA thus cover cultural diver-
sity, which is one critical factor for image privacy perception [6, 21].
More specifically, DIPA has the following features.

• DIPA provides 1,495 images containing 5,671 content-level
annotations about privacy concerns. Each annotation ac-
companies reasons why the associated visual content can be
privacy-threatening, a rating of how informative annotators
thought the associated content is to threaten privacy, and
another rating of how broadly the image could be shared.

• Annotations available in DIPA are provided by annotators
in Japan and UK recruited from two different crowdsourcing
platforms. This allows researchers and developers to perform
quantitative comparisons on perceived image privacy from
a cross-cultural perspective.

• DIPA also provides annotators’ demographic information
and Big Five personality test results with anonymization.
Researchers and developers may use these data to study
relationships between personality traits and image privacy
preferences.

2 DATASET CONSTRUCTION
Building a public dataset on image privacy concerns is a challenging
research topic. Using users’ own photos would reflect the most
realistic settings, but it is not feasible from a privacy perspective.
A dataset would also need a large number of images for statistical
analysis and machine learning applications. We, therefore, decided
to utilize existing image datasets (OpenImage [12] and LVIS [9])
for our dataset. A challenge associated with this approach is that
generic image datasets like OpenImages contain many non-privacy-
threatening visual contents. Performing annotations in every image
in such datasets would be inefficient to achieve our purpose.

We employed a two-stage data collection method to avoid pri-
vacy leakage from the participants in our study and collect an-
notated images efficiently. In the first stage, we designed a for-
mative study to derive common categories of privacy-threatening
contents in images. In the second stage, we chose images from
existing open-sourced image datasets [9, 12] that include at least
one privacy-threatening type of contents in the categories we pre-
viously derived. In this manner, we are able to use images that
are already publicly-available and efficiently collect annotations
on contents our participants consider privacy-threatening. All the
data collection procedures received approval from our institutional
review board prior to the execution.

1The dataset is available at: https://dipa-download.s3.ap-northeast-
1.amazonaws.com/dataset.zip

2.1 Stage I – Deriving Common
Privacy-Threatening Contents

This part of the data collection involves the derivation of common
privacy-threatening contents in images. Li et al. conducted a simi-
lar study [13], and we expand it by incorporating a hypothetical
scenario where aggressive attackers would try to identify the own-
ers’ identity while considering cultural differences. In particular,
Li et al.’s study was conducted in the U.S., and we obtained anno-
tations from people in Japan and UK in our study. This expansion
would increase the generalizability of the dataset by mitigating
issues that may stem from cultural specificity (e.g., guns were one
privacy-threatening content category in Li et al.’s study, but they
are prohibited in many countries).

In this part of the study, participants were required to input
their basic demographic information (age, gender, and nationality)
and complete a brief Big-five personality inventory [16]. We next
required them to choose 10 photos that were taken by themselves
and had been shared online. We asked participants to assume that
malicious privacy attackers would try their best to identify you
from each of their photos. They were then instructed to perform
annotations on any visual content that could be exploited by such
attackers and provide reasons as well as brief descriptions of the
content. In addition, we offered a blurring tool in case participants
wanted to hide specific content before submitting.

To highlight the differences by cultural background, we con-
ducted the data collection described above in Japan. We recruited
200 participants through CrowdWorks [8], one of the largest crowd-
sourcing platforms in Japan. The interface and instructions were
provided in Japanese. We paid approximately 3 USD at the comple-
tion of the task.

2.1.1 Results. 171 of 200 participants (69 males, 78 females, and
4 prefer not to say) successfully provided valid annotated images.
Participants uploaded 1,632 photos with 1,894 annotations, many of
which included rich descriptions. We carefully examined each anno-
tation and performed categorization. The first author conducted the
initial categorization. We then collaboratively iterated our catego-
rization, ultimately summarized in 25 categories (Table 1). Besides
direct privacy leakages from appearance or identity, our partici-
pants also expressed their concerns that malicious people might
exploit various indirect information in images, such as backgrounds
that revealed the photo owner’s living places or professional books
indicated careers. We also observed that our participants expressed
different levels of severity in their reasoning.

2.2 Stage II – Collecting Privacy Concern
Annotations

This part of the data collection focused to collect privacy concern
annotations on images from existing datasets. We first extracted
images that contain at least one category of privacy-threatening
contents we identified from two large-scale datasets – OpenIm-
ages [12] and LVIS [9]. We aimed to extract 50 images from each
image dataset for each category though images for several cate-
gories are not immediately available. For the categories of “Cos-
metics” and “Photo”, there are only 46 and 44 images, respectively.
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Table 1: Twenty-five common categories of privacy-threatening content observed in the first study. We excluded “Nudity,”
“Accident,” and “Bystander” for the second study because contents in these categories are either unavailable or indistinguishable.

Category [% (count)] Description

Person (except bystanders) [43% (809)] People who are intended to be photographed

Place Identifier [17% (328)] Road signs, building signs, maps, and other environmental hints that indicate locations

Identity [8% (155)] Identity information on tickets, passports, nameplates, etc

Home Interior [5% (91)] Furniture and home decoration that may imply people’s habits and locations

Vehicle Plate [4% (84)] Identifiable information for cars but also for their owners

Bystander [4% (72)] People who are photographed without permission.

Food [4% (68)] Close-up views of food or party scenes.

Printed Materials [3% (62)] Various printed materials containing private information.

Screen [3% (57)] Computer monitors, smartphone screens, electronic information boards, etc

Clothing [2% (46)] Clothing that may imply personal identity, habits, and occupations.

Scenery [2% (42)] Backgrounds which may imply locations or personal information

Pet [1% (23)] Pet ownership can be private information to some people.

Book [1% (12)] Books that may imply personal information and preferences

Photo [1% (11)] Other photos in the captured image

Machine [0% (9)] Machines used in a workplace or specific areas

Table [0% (5)] Tables with many personal items

Electronic Devices [0% (5)] Electronic devices that photo owners’ regard as private

Cosmetics [0% (4)] Personal care products that may reveal owners’ habits or locations

Toy [0% (4)] Toys for children or photo owners

Finger [0% (2)] Finger close-up that can be used to infer a person’s fingerprint

Cigarettes [0% (1)] Cigarettes or smoking scenes

Accident [0% (1)] Accident scenes

Musical Instrument [0% (1)] Instruments or playing scenes.

Nudity [0% (1)] Naked upper body

Accessory [0% (1)] Accessories worn by people photographed

Total [100% (1894)]

Images for the categories of “Nudity” and “Accident’ are not avail-
able in these datasets. Furthermore, the category of “Bystander” is
not readily identifiable. As a result, we extracted 2,090 images for
22 categories (all without “Nudity”, “Accident” and “Bystander”).
Please note that these images also contain various visual contents
including those that are not in the 22 categories.

We recruited participants through two crowdsourcing platforms:
CrowdWorks [8] and Prolific [15]. 200 participants who resided
in Japan and UK were recruited through CrowdWorks and Pro-
lific, respectively. We provided the annotation interface and task
descriptions in Japanese and English for CrowdWorks and Prolific
participants, respectively. We paid them approximately 3 dollars in
their local currency for their successful task completion.

Participants were first asked to provide their basic demographic
information and fill out the Big-five personality questionnaire simi-
lar to our formative study. Participants were then asked to annotate
privacy-threatening content in ten randomly-given images with our
custom annotation interface (Figure 1). This interface highlighted
all the visual contents for which object annotations are already
available in the existing datasets. In addition, participants were
asked to add object annotations in case they found anything in

images that can be considered privacy-threatening but not high-
lighted yet. Participants were then asked to provide the following
information for each highlighted object if they agreed that it was
privacy-threatening.

• Information Type.We asked participants to clarify what
kind of information about a photo owner they were able
to infer from the given content. Participants were provided
with four default options of “personal identity”, “location of
shooting”, “personal habits”, and “social circle” as well as a
free-form textbox.

• Informativeness. Participants were also asked to rate the
perceived degree of severity of privacy threats of each ob-
ject on a 7-Likert scale (1: Extremely uninformative – 4:
Neutral – 7: Extremely informative) [5, 19, 20, 23]. In these
responses, we used the terms “uninformative” and “informa-
tive” to mean that content conveys a small or large amount
of information related to privacy, respectively.

• Maximum Sharing Scope We also asked participants to
judge how broadly they would be willing to share the given
image if they were the owner [3, 18].
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Figure 1: The annotation interface used in our second study. The red bounding box (surrounding the vehicle plate) represents
the current annotation area. The light blue bounding box (surrounding the person’s face) represents a manually-highlighted
privacy-threatening content by participants. For each highlighted object (including those created by participants themselves), if
participants considers the corresponding content to be privacy-threatening, they were asked to provide more details. Otherwise,
they simply ticked a checkbox and moved on to the next object.

We derived the following four choices based on the previous
studies [1, 4, 7, 13] – “I won’t share it at all”, “Family or
friend”, “Public”, and “Broadcast programs” as well as a free-
form text box.

3 DATASET ANALYSIS
We filtered participants who did not provide any annotation in the
task. As a result, 177 and 183 participants recruited from Crowd-
Works and Prolific successfully completed their tasks, respectively.
Table 2 details the demographic information of our participants. Out
of 2,090 images in our initial collection (Section 2.2), participants
from CrowdWorks and Prolific identified 1,244 and 949 images that
they claim contain at least one privacy-threatening content, respec-
tively. After combining overlaps, we obtained 1,495 unique images

that contain one or more annotated privacy-threatening contents by
at least one participant, all of which are included in our DIPA dataset.
Images without any annotation of privacy-threatening contents
were excluded from this study and our dataset.

We obtained 5,671 annotations for visual contents that are con-
sidered privacy-threatening in the 1,495 images.

One visual content can be annotated up to twice as we assigned
two participants to annotate each image. The 5,671 annotations
contain 3,613 provided by one participant for the same amount of
visual contents. Two participants provided their annotations for
1,029 visual contents, resulting in 2,058 annotations.

Among the 5,671 annotations, 3,170 belong to the 22 privacy-
threatening categories we derived. 2,252 annotations were made for
visual contents that are not in our 22 categories but where object
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Table 2: Demographic information of participants in our second study.

Age Range All
18–24 25–34 35–44 45–54 55–

CrowdWorks 177
Male 3 15 31 34 11 94
Female 3 21 29 18 7 78
Others 0 0 3 2 0 5

Prolific 183
Male 21 23 21 12 7 84
Female 11 19 29 9 15 83
Others 0 5 2 5 4 16

Table 3: Category-wise distribution in DIPA. 249 extra annotations manually added by participants were categorized into “other
categories”. The binomial test confirmed that privacy-threatening content was more likely to appear in 22 categories (excluding
“Nudity”, “Accident”, and “Bystander”) of privacy-threatening content we identified.

Category CrowdWorks (Japan) Prolific (UK)

Privacy-threatening Not privacy-threatening Privacy-threatening Not privacy-threatening

Person (except bystanders) 1, 034 584 644 937

Place Identifier 68 38 32 63

Identity 9 5 7 6

Home Interior 36 71 12 90

Vehicle Plate 74 24 74 25

Food 25 50 10 54

Printed Materials 40 42 30 50

Screen 103 58 77 74

Clothing 158 174 72 251

Scenery 44 40 24 60

Pet 56 44 33 59

Book 56 59 32 70

Photo 13 16 6 20

Machine 21 36 13 43

Table 70 129 15 169

Electronic Devices 18 80 15 85

Cosmetics 15 11 7 17

Toy 23 33 6 47

Finger 22 83 9 83

Cigarettes 20 57 13 60

Musical Instrument 30 58 14 73

Accessory 57 68 33 89

Sum of the above 1, 992 1, 760 1, 178 2, 425

Other categories 1, 643 2, 701 858 3, 238

annotations exist in the original image datasets. The remaining 249
annotations were newly added by those participants by hand.

Table 3 details the distributions of annotations for visual con-
tents according to crowdsourcing platforms. Our binomial test to
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Figure 2: The distributions of information type of privacy-threatening contents annotated by participants in both crowdsourcing
platforms.

Figure 3: The distribution of informativeness scores provided by participants in both crowdsourcing platforms.

Figure 4: The distributions of maximum sharing scopes provided by participants in both crowdsourcing platforms.

compare the probability of annotations by Prolific participants for privacy-threatening contents against those by CrowdWorks partic-
ipants revealed a significant difference (𝑝<.001, 95%CI: [0.31, 0.34]).
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Figure 5: The online interface for DIPA. It presents an image and its annotation, allowing users to examine our dataset without
needing technical skills.

This result confirms that CrowdWorks participants had a tendency
of flagging up more contents as privacy-threatening than Prolific
participants.

Figure 2 shows the distributions of the information types in the
annotations. The category of personal identity was most frequent.
There are also differences in the occurrences of annotations by
participants from CrowdWorks and Prolific. Our Chi-square tests
for each information type revealed significant differences except
personal identity (personal identity: 𝜒2 (1)=1.37, 𝑝=.242, location of
shooting: 𝜒2 (1)=10.26, 𝑝<.001, personal habits: 𝜒2 (1)=14.74, 𝑝<.001,
social circle: 𝜒2 (1)=48.21, 𝑝<.001, others: 𝜒2 (1)=46.72, 𝑝<.001). These
results also suggest that Crowdworks annotators considered more
visual contents as privacy-threatening than Prolific annotators.

Figure 3 shows the distributions of the informativeness scores
rated by CrowdWorks and Prolific participants in percentage. The
two distributions show seemingly similar patterns. Figure 4 presents
the distributions of the maximum sharing scopes rated by Crowd-
Works and Prolific participants in percentage. For the majority of
the images, our participants considered that they would be willing
to share with up to families and friends. Future work should inves-
tigate what differences exist in the annotations in our dataset and
how cultural backgrounds could contribute to such differences.

We also provide an online interface to see each image in our
dataset (Figure 5). The interface presents detailed information about
each annotation (information type, informativeness, and maximum

sharing scope)2. This interface would help non-technical users to
review our dataset.

4 CONCLUSION
We present DIPA – an open-source image dataset that provides
content-level annotations that focus on how these contents can
be privacy-threatening. Our dataset includes 1,495 images from
OpenImages [12] and LVIS [9] with augmentation of annotations
about how their corresponding visual contents are perceived as
privacy-threatening. The dataset contains 5,671 annotations that
include three kinds of information about the perceived threat of
privacy: reasons for the threat of privacy, informativeness of the
corresponding content with respect to privacy, and the broadest
possible scope for sharing. DIPA would enable various quantitative
research in image privacy. We thus hope that DIPA would stimulate
open science for usable security and broader research.
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